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We present a non-perturbative quantization of general relativity coupled to dust and
other matter fields. The dust provides a natural time variable, leading to a physical
Hamiltonian with spatial diffeomorphism symmetry. The methods of loop quantum grav-
ity applied to this model lead to a physical Hilbert space and Hamiltonian. This provides
a framework for physical calculations in the theory.
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Introduction The goal of finding a background independent quantum theory of
gravity with which one can begin to compute physics remains a central challenge
of theoretical physics. Background independence means that the approach to quan-
tization should not use a fixed metric on the physical manifold. This situation is
unlike that in standard quantum field theory or string theory where the Minkowski
(or other) fixed metric, with its accompanying symmetries, is used in a fundamental
way in the quantization procedure.
Loop quantum gravity (LQG) is one attempt at a background independent ap-
proach. Its starting point is classical general relativity possibly coupled to matter.
Construction of a canonical quantum theory may proceed along one of two alter-
native paths: Dirac quantization, where all classical constraints are implemented as
quantum constraints, or deparametrization using matter reference systems,1 where
gauge conditions are fixed classically to obtain a physical Hamiltonian.
Both approaches continue to attract interest, but face significant issues. In the
first, the problem of closure of the quantum constraint algebra is central; in the
second, the reduced Hamiltonians obtained by full deparametrization using dust2
or scalar fields are square roots,3 making it difficult to find operator realizations.
In the approach we follow,4 the first problem does not appear, and the second
is solved. This leads to a tractable system at the quantum level: a physical Hilbert
space on which the Hamiltonian operator can be defined using LQG methods. The
result is an in principle computable model for quantum gravity in four dimensions.
The approach makes only a time deparametrization, and makes use of the Hilbert
space of diffeomorphism invariant states on which the physical Hamiltonian is de-
fined.
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Classical theory The theory is given by the action4
S =
1
4G
∫
d4x
√−gR− 1
2
∫
d4x
√−gM(gab∂aT∂bT + 1) + SSM. (1)
The dynamical fields are the metric gab, a dust field T , and any other matter fields
in the last term, SSM. The second term is the dust action (SD). It resembles the
Brown-Kuchar action,1 but is different in that the dust is irrotational. The dust
stress-energy tensor is
T ab = MUaU b + (M/2)gab
(
gcdU
cUd + 1
)
, (2)
where Ua = ∂aT ; this is the usual form of dust field with rest mass M .
The canonical decomposition of this theory gives the Hamiltonian and diffeo-
morphism constraints
HG +HSM + sgn(M)
(
p2T + q
abCDa C
D
b
)1/2
= 0, (3)
CGa + C
SM
a + C
D
a = 0, (4)
where HG,HSM , CGa , CSMa are the gravitational and matter contributions to the
respective constraints, PT is the momentum conjugate to T , and C
D
a = PT∂aT .
Deparametrization We note that (i) the requirement of the positivity of the mass
in (2) select M > 0 and (ii) the gauge choice T = t gives CDa = 0. This leads to a
remarkable simplicity: the Hamiltonian constraint may be solved strongly to give
the physical Hamiltonian density
Hphys := −pT = HG +HSM . (5)
The spatial diffeomorphism constraint remains as
CGa + C
SM
a = 0. (6)
The last two equations are the complete specification of the time deparametrized
theory. It resembles gauge theory in that there is a physical hamiltonian and a set
of first class constraints that form a Lie algebra.∗
Quantization We set HSM = 0 and describe the quantization of the system in the
LQG framework. The canonical variables for gravity are the pair (Aia, E
a
i ) where
Aia = Γ
i
a(E)+γK
i
a is an su(2) connection, E
ai is a vector density of weight one, and
Kia is the extrinsic curvature. The physical Hamiltonian density and constraints are
Hphys = γ
2
2
√
detE
Eai E
b
j
(
ǫijkF
k
ab + 2(1− γ2)Ki[aKjb]
)
, (7)
Gi := ∂aEai + ǫkijAjaEak = 0, (8)
CGa := E
b
iF
i
ab −AiaGi. = 0. (9)
The phase space variables used for quantization are the holonomy hγ(A) ≡
P exp
∫
γ A
i
aτ
idxa and the flux Ki =
∫
S E
aidσa, where the loop γ and surface S are
∗This deparametrization was independently considered at the classical level by Kuchar and Torre.5
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embedded in a spatial slice, and τ i is a generator of the group. The Poisson bracket
of these variables is called the holonomy-flux algebra.
This algebra is quantized on the Hilbert spaceHkin spanned by the spin-networks
states |Γ; j1 · · · jm; I1 · · · Im〉;6 the basis is labelled by three sets of quantum numbers:
a graph Γ embedded in the 3-manifold, an assignment of spin labels j on its edges,
and intertwiners I on its vertices (which sew together the spins entering a vertex).
We now note that there is a construction of the Hilbert space of gauge and
diffeomorphism invariant states,Hdiff , obtained by solving the Gauss constraint (8)
by projection in Hkin, and group averaging finite diffeomorphisms. These two steps
convert (classes of) fixed topology embedded graphs into abstract graphs labelled
only by spins and intertwiners; this characterizes the basis |j1 · · · jN , I1 · · · IM 〉 of
Hdiff , which is the physical Hilbert space of our theory. The kinematical area and
volume operators of LQG become physical observables in our theory.
It remains to construct on Hdiff the operator for the physical Hamiltonian
Hphys =
∫
d3xHG. This is done by using the basic holonomy hˆγ and volume Vˆ op-
erators,6 from which composite operators inHG are constructed. One chooses a fixed
graph α†. The operator is a sum over the graph vertices HˆG =
∑
v∈V (α) HˆGv , where
HˆGv is composed of (i) the volume operator Vˆ (v), (ii) the combination hˆe[hˆ−1e , Vˆ ]
with holonomies hˆe along the adjacent edge, and (iii) the holonomies hˆ(v) along
the minimal closed loops in α. The operators (i) and (ii) are diagonal in the basis,
and their properties are well understood; the operator in (iii) changes the spin labels
on the edges composing the loop. This construction is similar to that of Thiemann,
except that the operator is now a physical Hamiltonian, and not a constraint.
Summary We have given a background independent quantization of the theory
(1), with a specification of the physical Hilbert space and Hamiltonian operator. It
provides one completion of the LQG program with dust matter. It is now possible
to set up calculations of actual physical effects on fixed abstract graphs.
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†The choice includes (but is not restricted to) the tetrahedral or cubic lattice.
